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-
On July 22, 1977, the Agent of the Connkcticut  State Board of

Labor Relations (Board) filed two compiaints alleging that  Connec-
ticut Yankee Catering Co., Inc. (Company) had engaged and WCS
engaging in unfair labor practices as defined in the Connecticut
State Labor Relations Act (Act) in that (in u-4063) it had dis-
charged Florida Fournier in whole or in part because she had
engaged in activities protected by the Act, and (in U-4064) it
had discharged Robert Cloutier because he had engaged in similar
activity. These cases were consolidated.

After the requisite preliminary steps had been taken the
consolidated cases came before the Board for hearing at t'ne Labor
Department building in 1:ethersfield  on August 11, 1977,  and at the
D.O.T. Training Center in West Hartford on Au,yst 26, 1977.  Both
parties appeared at the hearings, were represented, and were fully
heard. Both parties filed written briefs which were received on
November 25 and 29, respectively.

On the basis of the entire record before us we make the ,
following findings of fact, conclusions of law, and order.

Findings  of FE.3

1 . Connecticut Yankee Catering Co., Inc., is an employer'
within the meaning of the Act and is engaged in the business of
supplying food and services at the track operated by Connecticut
-Yankee Greyhound Racing, Inc., at Plainfield, Connecticut.

. 2. Local 217, Hotel & Restaurant Employees and Bartenders
Union, AFL-CIO, is a labor organization within the meaning of the
Act, and was certified by the Board a..c: the statutory bargaining
represent,,tive  of a bargaining unit consisting of ~I&O~CCS of
the Company (with exclusion s not here material) on May 6, 1977..

3. Florida Foumier was cmploycd by the Company when the
track was opened on January 2, 1976;  she was a concession stand
attendant until she was discharged on May 21, 1977.



.

4. At all times material hereto Frederick Charles Danz has
been the Company's general manager with authority to hire and fire
employees.

5. Fournier had spoken among employees on behalf of the Union,
had served on a Union committee, had distributed and collected
'Union application cards, served as Union observer at the election
of February 28, 1977, and had testified at a hearing before the
Board in a manner patently adverse to the Company. She was not,
however, an outstanding leader i.1 the Union movement.

6: These facts were known to the Company and to Danz.

7. Danz had strong anti-union sentiments. He was disappointed
by'the Union's winning of the election and thereafter became cold
towards employees he thought favored the Union.

Fournier had not been disciplined or given a written warn-
ing d%ng her employment with 'the Comoany ; she had been reprimanded
orally when things were not going correctly at her stand but "no
more than the normal person." (Tr. 11).

9. Fournier's regular stand was f6.  When she reported to work
on the evening of l4ay 21st she was assigned to stand 57 which she
did not like and which was generally unpopular among the employees.
This assignment was prompted by legitimate considerations.

10. Early in the evening Edwa.rd Tarrant, Danz's assistant,
walked by stand $7 and as he did LO Fournier complained to him about
having to work on that stand but said nothing about illness.

11. Some time later Fournier asked another employee to try to
get in touch with Danz as she (Fournier) was not feeling well. The
other-employee summoned Tarrant who came to stand $7 and was told
by Fournier that she wasn't feeling well and-wanted to go home.
Tarrant said he would get hold of Danz and "get back to her within
fifteen minutes.lt  (Tr. 174).

12. Tarrant found Danz in the parking lot and told him the situ-
ation adding that he did not believe Fournier's claim of illness was
genuine; that she simply wanted to get out of an unpleasant assign-
ment.

13. Danz and Tarrant went to stand #7 where Fournier told them
that she was not feeling veil and either said or clearly implied that
she wanted to go home. Danz reolied, llFinet' but if she did he %ould
like to have a Doctor's certificate." (Tr. 28-1st). Both Denz and
Fournier understood,this  to mean that she had permission to go home

forthwith but that she would have to bring a doctor's certificate
. of illness when she came back to work. Fournier voiced no objection
to bringing the certificate.

14. At this time there was no other attendant at stand #7 but
Danz and Tarrant were both present at it. I

15. Immediately after Fournier was given permission to go home
an altercat?on  between her and Danz started about her having to work

at stand #7. In the course of it Fournier stated her dislike of the
assignment and Danz ended the conversation by saying she would have
to work it or not WQrk at all. At no point in this conversation did
Fournier refuse to work stand f7.

At this point Fournier said nothing further but "just left."
. (Tr.'&). Danz did not terminate Fournier at this point.

17. Tarrant, who occas:onally  relieves employees at stands (Tr.

:r:  :1
watched the stand while Danz went to get a replacement. (Tr. 33,

18. After that, some three to six minutes after Fournier left
the stand, Danz met her again in the kennel club area and said he
would have to have her apron and badge. (Tr. 33, 35). Both parties
understood this to mean she was terminated.
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19. Danz filled out and signed Fournier's blue slip on May 23,
1977. He wrote on it as "reasons for unemployment:"

"I . Refused to work at her assigned area.

"2. Quit. Left her assigned working area, leaving her
assigned booth and cash register unattended. There-
fore her services have also been terminated by this
Co."

20. These reasons were false and known by Danz to be false.

21, At the time of the incidents on May 21 there was a regis-
tered nurse in attendance at the track whose services were available
to' employees and patrons. Danz did not suggest that Fournier visit
the nurse, and Fournier did not do so or suggest this course of action.

22. Robert Cloutier was first employed by the Company as a
concession worker in July, 1976.

23. During the period between September 1976 and the election
of February 28, 1977, Cloutier had been a very active proponent of
the Union: he had "talked to people from one end of the dog track to
the other how LFe7 felt about the Union. . . why we needed it"; he
handed out leaflEts in the cloakrooms, the backroom, the kitchen; he
wore a local 217 button to work and while working; he discussed the
desirability vf the Union with another employee in the presence of
Tarrant on one occasion (to the point where Tarrant finally said
"Knock  it off").  Tr 147-149. The Company and Danz knew of these
activities.

24. Before the election Dana often called Cloutier in for extra
work (with extra pay). After the election he never did.
When asked about this Danz did not deny it but replied:

,,~~~;J~O  > .

have done that because I did not feel he was-doing the job that should
be done. ,I could have done that." (Tr. 188).

25. Cloutier had received a written warning because he was found
by Tarrant in an area where he should not have been during working
hours.

26. Beyond that Cloutier had received no formal discipline
though he had been reprimanded orally as one of a group for inferior
products on a few occasions. On other occasions Danz "had to repri-
mand him"  orally for gambling Ita little bit more" and for talking
with friends or people at the concessions instead of minding, taking
care of business." Tr. 101.

27. On the evening of April 27,'1'977,  Cloutier was assigned
with Pauline Parisek to a concession stand with a cash register. On
one occasion Parisek made a 35 cent sale and rang it up on the cash
register. At this time Cloutier had also made a sale and Paristk
asked him, '?!hat  do you got?" Cloutier said, “35  cents." She then
'rang up Cloutier's 35 cent sale, and totaled them. The drawer opened
and Parisek put 35 cents in,, then Cloutier put 35  cents in. (Tr. 196).

28. At this time Danz came up. said "I'm sick and tired of
telling ou over and overagainabout the rules," and walked away.
(Tr. 197y. Danz believed that Parisek and Cloutier were both making
change in the drawer at the same time. (Tr. 1.04).

29. After a substantial interval of time Danz returned to the
stand and told Cloutier and Parisek to report to his office after

. the races.

30. They did so report and Danz told them they had broken a
written Company rule that all salds must be rung up individually, and
discharged both of them.

31 l Danz filled out the reasons for unemployment on the blue
slips  for both individuals. On Cloutier's he wrote, "Did not follow
Co. rules," on Parisck's he wrote that she was laid off for lack of
work without mentioning violation of rules.
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32. Danz sought to explain this apparent discrepancy by saying
that he had had problems with Cloutier before but not with Parisek
and he "just gave her a break." (Tr. 1~6):

33. At no time did Danz ask the employees for an explanation
of what he thought he saw or for their versions of the incident.

34..  The Company had posted written rules for cash register
operations which included the following:

2. All sales will be rung up in cash registers individually
at the time of making the sale.

x x x
. 5. The price for every item sold will be charged to each

customer and the correct amount will be rung up on the cash
register and be deposited in the same.

35. These rules had also been explained orally to employees.
One explanation that was often given and generally understood was
that rule 2 forbade an employee to add two or more sales "in his
.head"  and ring up only the total. (Tr. 182). This interpretation
of the rule was understood by Cloutier and was not violated in this
instance. It was also explained that the rules forbade the granting
of credit (Tr. 183, 184); this was not Jane in the present case.
Employees had also been told that they should not go into a drawer
without ringing up a sale on the register (Tr. 184, 185), and also
that they should total the sales for each customer separately. (Tr.
182). There was no credible evidence that any other oral instruc-
tions were given, Of these oral instructions only the last mentioned
was violated in this case and it was violated by Parisek and not by
Cloutier.

36. After the discharges Parisek expressed regret to Danz and
asked-whether she could be rehired. Danz answered that he would
think about it. Parisek was opposed to the Union.

37. The number of employees under Danz's supervision was about
100. During the .last six to eight months before the hearings Danz
had terminated between 20 and 25 employees. Several of these (in
addition to the complainants  here) have filed charges that termina-
tion was because of activity on behalf of the Union. One such case
came before the Board and was settled before decision was called for.
The others have not yet been brought before the Board. Some of the
discharges were on the stated ground of refusal of assigned work.

38. At the election on February 28, 1977,  Local 217 received
a large majority of the votes cast. The Company did not accept the
result of this election and has resorted to every legal avenue open
to it to contest and set aside the election. Court action on the
matter is still pending. Thus the controversy over the Union has
remained very much alive.

39. The Union activities of each complainant were substantial
factors in inducing Danz to terminate Fournier and Cloutier.

Conclusions of Law

1. The Company violated the Act by discharging Fournier and
Cloutier because of'their activities on behalf of the Union.

.
2. The policies of the Act require an order for the reinstate-

. ment of each complainant with back pay.

.
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Discussion

The law governing this case is fairly clear and not the subject
of serious dispute. The Union has the burden of proving that either
or both of the complainants were discharged or otherwise discriminated
against because of their activity on behalf of tine Union, or at least
that their Union activity was a substantial factor in bringing about
their discharges or other discrimination. This mustbe  shown by sub-
stantial evidence but this need not consist in direct evidence of
improper motive. Such direct evidence is rarely available and the
Union is entitled to the benefit of any inferences that are reason-
able under the circumstances and that are in fact drawn by the Board.

This case turns on o.uestions  of fact - questions of weight and
sufficiency of the evidence and the resolution of rather sharp con-
flicts in the testimony before us.

We have found the task of resolving these conflicts a hard one -
made harder in this case by our. conclusion that none of the principal
witnesses (save possibly Tarrant) seemed to us unqualifiedly credible.
Indeed, were we to apply the old adage falsus in uno falsus in omnibus
we could believe virtually nothing in the testimony before us. The
adage, however, has long been recognized as an easy oversimplification;
even pathological liars sometimes tell the truth and we are satisfied
that a great deal (though not all) that was said on both sides here
was true or substantially so. The inconsistencies, vagueness of
memory, and even mendacity on both sides were frequent enough, however,
to complicate our task enormously.. After careful.review  of the tran-
scripts, exhibits and briefs, we have found the facts as above set
forth and concluded that Danz was motivated in substantial part in
discharging each complainant by the Union activity of each.

. . In finding the facts as we believe them to be we have not accepted
the version of any witness except Tarrant in its entirety. As the
Company contends, for exemple, Cloutier's version of the incident that
led to his discharge was confusing and self contradictory. We found
Parisek's account more probable and convincing and accepted it as
.accurate. Danz clearly was quite ready to falsify blue slips which
would be the basis of State action in granting, ,:lithholding,  or post-
poning unemployment compensation. And his memory of past events was
often conveniently vague. Yet we found his account of the Fournier
incident on the whole probably more accurate than hers: we find that
he probably did not discharge her at the stand and that she was prob-
ably mistaken in denying that Terrant first approached her alone after
she had summoned management because of her illness. Moreover we share
the doubts of Danz and Tarrant about the genuineness of Fournier's
illness that evening. The credibility of Danz's testimony reached
a high peak when he described his shocked disappointment at the out-

come of the election. (Tr. 187).

. Fournier may well have been basically honest but we found her
testimony inacc,u‘ate  at many points. Parisek :ave a clear account
of the incident that led to her discharge but we find that her testi-
mony was colored by her obvious desire for reemployment with the
Company in the future. .

Having resolved the conflicts in testimony in the way indicated
by the finding's of fact, we concluded that in each case the complain-
ant's Union activity was a substantial factor in bringing about the
discharge.

Fournier was apparently a good employee; she had never been dis-
ciplined in over a year of.service and had had no more than the normal
number of reprimands from a man who indulged freely in adverse criti-
cism of employees. She had ability and training beyond the ordinary
(which was why she was assigned to stand #7 on the evening of the
discharge). ;jhe was an open advocate and member of the Union, though
not a leader in the organization drive. She was Union observer at
the election - an event that affected Danz traumatically. And she
had testified at a hearing before the Eonrd in a manner obviously
adverse to the Company's position - in fact her testimony appears
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on rereading to be among the most damaging of all the witnesses at
this hearing.*

It was stipulated that all these facts were known to the
employer and we construe this stipulation to include personal know-
ledge of them by Danz** since it was offered as an interruption of
cross-examination of Danz as to his knowledge of Fournier's Union
activities. (Tr. 41-42).

It also appeared that Danz has a strong bias against the Union.
This is shoT;m  by his frank description of his shock and disappoint-
ment at the outcome of the election (Tr. 187),***  as well as by
testimony (which we accept) that after the election he became cold
to employees he thought were pro-Union.

The events of May 21st must be viewed against this background.
We find that when Danz was summoned to stand 87  he suspected that
Fournier was lying about her illness in order to get out of an
unpleasant assignment, and further that this suspicion was reasonable.
It did not, holqever, lead him to send her to the nurse or to discharge
her forthwith. Instead he gave her leave to go home but required a
doctor's certificate when she should come back. This permission was
never revoked.

Fournier did not leave at once but engaged in an altercation
with Danz about her assignments to stand +7. No doubt her attitude
irritated Danz; both became heated but Dgnz did not discharge her on
the spot though we find him from demeanor and other evidence to be an
impulsive :nan inclined to "shoot from the hip." he did not fire her
until he had time to reflect and recall the smart of the Union elec-
tion victory. :le  also find that at no time during this conversation
did Fournier r-fuse to pork stand #7 and that Danz must have realized
this. (Tr. 55-56).*+** From all this we infer that Danz did not
discharge Fournier because she refused to work at stand ff7  since
there-was no such refusal. And he did not fire her for lying nbouC,
her illness; he gave her permission  to gohome  after his suspicion
on this account was fully formed, and he did not even suggest this
.as a basis for his action either on the blue slip or before this
Board. And he did not fire her for voluntarily leaving her oost

unattended, since shehad been given permission t.3 leave it by Danz
himself and he and Tarrant were at the post when she left.

Since Danz did not discharge Fournier for any of the reasons he
gave or for any other that occurs to us we conclude that he did dis-
charge her because of her Union activity including her damaging
testimony before this Board. This conclusion is bolstered by the
palpable falsity of the eqlanations  given on the blue slip. These,
like a fabricated alibi, tend to corroborate evidence of wrongdoing..

w Conn. Yankee Caterinr:  Co.. Inc., Decision No. 1480 (1977).

** This serves to distinguish Bisogno v. Conn. St. Bd. of Labor
eel., 149 Conn. 4 (1961) where the Court found lack of evidence
of the employer's knowledge of the employee's union activities
to be fat+ to the Union's case.

*** The testimony was as follows:
Q Were you cold to employees after the election held

in late February, 1977?
A I don't believe so. I wasn't as jovial perhaps

after we completely lost the election. It took me a few. days to realize we had lost and I don't think I was jump-
ing up and dokm with joy.

Q You weren't hap:)y about having a Union win the -
election?

.A I had disappointment which I think is normal. We
lost a good try at it."

**** Tarrant overheard much of this conversation and heard no
refusal by Fournier to work the stand. (Tr. 177).
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Against this conclusion the Company urges (1) the low visibility
of Fournier's Union activities: (2) the length of time (nearly three
months) bet:qeen the election and the discharge; (3) t_ie fact that
Danz also discharged Betty Brexel, an opponent of the Union, for the
same reason (refusal of assigned VJork). ';ie  think these contentions
deserve corisideration and uJe  have weighed them carefully but find

that our conclusions should stand on the evidence before us.

It is true that Fournier was not an outstanding leader in the
Union campaign. At one time she characterized herself as "just one
of the many that were organizing." (Tr. 95). But Fournier was a :".
highly visible participant in two dramatic incidents: her damaging
testimony before the Board in the case which is the crux of the whole "
controversy over union representation at the hearing held on July 15,
1976. See Conn. Yankee CaterinE:  Co. Inc;,  Conn Yankee Grevhound
~~~c~~~~S~~s~p~-~~~~~ ,q;3kz; w;;5;h;-;%~oA  y&+--ser-

ver at'the election &at so bitterly disa$ointed Danz. We find that
these tVJo events were probably enough to stamp her as a Union symbol
in Danz's  mind.

The length of time betvJeen  these events and the discharge is
certainly a factor to be considered in deciding whether there was
probably a causal relation between them. As a general proposition,
no doubt, the greater the time interval the less likely it is that
the causal relation is significant. Here, hoVJever, we find that the
time interval probably did not attenuate the anti-union feeling.
The Company by no means accepted the arbitrament of the election: it
has fought the election result tooth and nail ever since that time.
The feelingsengendered by the controversy have been in no way assuaged.
No one on either side has let sleeping dogs lie. In the peculiar cir-
cumstances of this case we find that the anti-union feelings on manage-
ment's part were not dulled by time. Apparently Fournier was a good
employee and had exposed herself to no occasion for discipline between
the election and the discharge. .

The 'act that  Danz discharged Eetty I?re::~ll (an opponent of
Local 2'17) and other employees for refusing assigned work has no
significance to our minds since we find that Fournier did not refuse
such an assignment and that Danz did not believe in good faith that
she had done so.

The Company also urges that the evidence here shows no pattern
of discharges for Union activity. The force of this contention is
dulled however by the fact that this is yet an unwritten book. There
have been several discharges , and also several complaints that these
constituted unfair labor practices. Only one case of this kind has
come before the Board and that was settled before decision was called
for.' In this posture of matters we cannot assume either that there
was or that there was not a pattern of discriminatory discharge. The
two cases before us must be decided without reference to VJhat  may have
happened in other cases, on the basis of the record in this consoli-
dated case.

. !Je  come to a similar conclusion in'C!loutier's  case. Some of the
same background facts are relevant here also: Danz's anti-union bias
and his cold hostility (after the election) totrards those he thought
to be Union supporters; the continuing vitality of the controversy
between Company and Union; Danz's knoVJledge  of Cloutier's Union.
activities.*

On the other hand there are weaknesses in Cloutier's case not
present in Fournier's: there probably was a violation of rules here:
Cloutier's prior record was not as clear.as Fournier's; Cloutier's
'discharge was coupled with the discharge of an employee who was
opposed to the Union. We recognize the force of these facts but find
that others must be set against them; the.preponderal;ce of evidence

* We accept Danz'a statement that he knew Cloutier was pro-Union
but reject the profession of ignorance of which union (Tr. 118)
in view of Cloutier's openly wearing a Local 217 button to work
and Danz's apparent sensitivity on the subject.
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Satisfies US that Cloutier's Union activity was a substantial factor
in bringing about his discharge.

In the first place, we accept Cloutier's testimony that he was
.a leader among Union organizers and openly so, thus he was generally
more visible as a Union supporter than Fournier. Further, Danz's

coldness after the election to Union proponents generally took a
more concrete form in Cloutier's case. Before the election Danz
often celled Cloutier in for extra work. After the election he did
not do so. Danz did not deny this fact but sought to explain it thus:

"1 could have done that because I did not feel he was
doing the job that should be done.' I could have done that."
(Tr. 188).

We find that the way this answer was expressed revealed a lack of
faith in the explanation (couched hypothetically in the subjunctive
mood). Moreover we find it unlikely that the alleged falling off of
Cloutier's work coincided so perfectly with the Union election. We
conclude that Danz discriminated against Cloutier continually, from
the time of the election till the discharge, because of his Union
activity.

Beyond that were Ganz's complete failure toinquire into what
happened at the cash register and the blatant discrepancy in the way
he filled out t.le blue slipsof the two employees concerned.

When Danz approached the stand where Cloutier and Parisek were
working he thought he saw them both making change in the drawer at
the same time - at least that is hov: he testified. In fact that is
not what happened: neither employee made change; each separately put
the exact change for a sale into the drawer.

. . At the hearing and in argument t'ne Company contended that there
was a violation of rule 2 but what was done did not violate the
literal terms of that rule; the two sales inzrolved  were "rung up
fin the cash register-/ individually."
urges that oral inte7pretations  of *

Recognizing this the Cornpan;'
bile  rule had been expiained  to

employees and that Cloutier and Parisek violated these oral instruc-
tions. The evidence on this score was unsatisfactory and ccnfusing.
The only oral instruction that was clearly described was that the
rule forbade employees to add sales in.their heads (and ring up only
the total). This did not occur here and Danz did not think it did.
The only oral instruction described by credible evidence that was
violated was a direction to total individually the sale(s) to each
customer. That was not done-his case; Parisek rang up the sale
to her customer and then the sale to Cloutier's customer >rithout
$otaling each separately. If this was a violation it will be seen
that Parisek was at least the prime violator, perhaps the only one.*

The inquiry here is not, of course, the same as in the typical
arbitration case where good cause for the discharge would be in issue.
What is said in the last paragraph is relevant here only because it
highlights the significance of th,0 fact that Danz took the action he
did without any inouirV or any probin,?  into the facts. Moreover, he
did not take the action immediately on the basis of his mistaken Visual
impression but after time for reflection. This shows, we think,
either utter irresponsibilitv  or ulterior motive. We reject the
former possibiiity; Danz is impulsive but not utterly irresponsibie.
The second remains and the only ulterior motive indicated by the
record is Cloutier's Union activity which had already led Danz to
refrain systematically (since the election) from giving Cloutier extra
work.

* As Parisek described the incident she acted on her ovm  initiative.
Cloutier's only part in it was to teli her the amount of his sale
and acquiesce in her ringing it up. It does npt appear that he
had reason to suPpose she would ring UD the second sale before
totaling the first one. (Tr. 196-197).
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The fact that Dan?-  also fired Parisck (M!:o opposed the Union)
militates against our conclusion rind, if it.stood alone it would
keep us from reaching it. It does not, hcwcver, stand alone. In
addition to w!lat  has nlresdy been said is t!le striking discrepancy
in the blue slips. Cn Clouticr's Don2 S?vc as tile reason for unez-
ployment "Did  not Follo'it  Co. Rul.cn,t'  on Porisek'q he checked the
legend "Laid off for Lack of Xork." Drlnz  sought to explain this 5l.r
pointing to the difference in-their records and the fact t!lat  Clouticr
had another job so thnt he ttj~~st gave LFarrizck7  a break." ('A-. 106).
On the evidence before us we find that this w% not the full reason.
Cloutier h,Td already Seen the object of discriminatory treatment
by Danz since the election. !?e find that t!le discrepancy was due
in substantial part to a continuation of the same animus.

O R D E R

By virtue of and pursuant to the powor vested in the Connecticut
State Board of Labor Relations by the Connecticut State Labor Rela-
tions Act, it is

ORDERED, that Connecticut Yankee Catering Co., Inc.

I. Cease and desist from enforcing its dismissal of Florida
Fournier and Robert Cloutier as its emplcyccs.

II. Take tie following affirmative atcps which the Board fir>ds
will effectuate the purposes of the Act:

(a) Rcinstete said emnlo:::ces  to the status each
occupied immediotely.prior to his <!i  smissal;

(b) Pbke erch of said enpl~yccn whole for the net
. loss in compensation an.2 fri.ngc bcnofits incurrc‘d  by

each ss a result of the dismissal;
- .

.(c) Post ir;-ned!ztely and lccve pcster'l  for a pcricd
of sixty (GO) consecutive day 3 from the date of posting,
in a conspicuous place w!lere the em~lo;:ces  cuatomerily'
assemble, a Copy of this Dccicion and Order in its e~ltirc?tjl;

(d) Hotify the Connecticut :';i::Ate Borrd of Labor
Relations at its office in the LAbor Dcportmcnt, 2CO Folly
Brook Boulevard, Zethersfield,  Connecticut, within thirty
(30) days of the receipt of this Decision anr! Order of' the
steps taken by Connectic\it  Yankee Catering Co., Inc. to
comply therewith.

CONXECTICUT  STATE BOARD OF L\BOR RELiiTIOiXS
.


